Introduction
============

Long DNA sequences (e.g. 16S rRNA genes) derived from clone library-based approaches have originally been used to describe microbial diversity ([@b28]; [@b44]). These techniques are time consuming and rather expensive, especially if the aim is to process the many samples required for a robust statistical description of both structure and dynamics of microbial communities in their environmental context, including spatial and temporal variation ([@b43]). Molecular fingerprinting techniques \[e.g. terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP, [@b2]), automated rRNA gene intergenic spacer analysis ([@b13])\] represent tools of choice for the rapid, reproducible and cost-effective processing of many environmental samples ([@b13]), and have significantly contributed to advancing microbial community ecology ([@b44]). ARISA targets the Intergenic Transcribed Spacer (ITS) between the 16S and the 23S rRNA gene regions ([@b13]), which is highly variable in nucleotide sequence and length \[e.g. from 60 bp to 1529 bp ([@b18])\]. ARISA may produce hundreds of fluorescence intensity profiles ([@b8]) where each individual peak may correspond to one or several phylotypes ([@b10]; [@b42]). Consequently, although suitable to study community changes over time, space or along environmental gradients, the technique does not allow determining neither the number of microbial types in a given sample ([@b3]) nor their taxonomy ([@b13]; [@b7]).

Although traditional sequence library-based techniques have already described a substantial fraction of microbial diversity, the major part of it has yet escaped our sampling efforts, and even large 16S rRNA clone libraries highly underestimate microbial diversity ([@b11]; [@b31]). For instance, Sanger sequencing of coastal waters retrieved 516 unique operational taxonomic units (OTU), while the estimated richness reached 1633 OTU ([@b1]). The advent of next generation sequencing (NGS) has revolutionized microbial ecology by giving a more comprehensive description of microbial diversity in any given sample. For instance, 454 massively parallel tag sequencing (MPTS) and Illumina may produce thousands to hundreds of thousands short variable sequences of the 16S rRNA gene per sample, which can be further taxonomically classified ([@b39]; [@b12]). Using MPTS, about 4000 to 20 000 OTU were obtained in the pelagic realm (for 14 to 194 samples) and 2000 to 59 000 OTU per sample were obtained in the benthos \[for 13 to 72 samples, ([@b43])\].

Even though a deeper coverage of microbial community diversity is obtained, MPTS data output has to be analysed with care due to the presence of PCR and sequencing artifacts such as chimera and homopolymers, which may inflate microbial diversity estimates ([@b22]). Consequently, several studies have provided various ways to trim and correct sequences ([@b32]; [@b22]). Notably, different cyclic or seasonal microbial community patterns have been observed when using T-RFLP vs. 454 MPTS approaches ([@b14]), whereas similar bacterial community patterns could be observed along gradients in water depth when applying ARISA and 454 MPTS to polar deep-sea sediments ([@b4]). Fingerprinting techniques, which have a lower resolution than NGS, may exclude a significant proportion of rarer taxa, while NGS derived data may potentially provide an inflated number of spurious taxa. In both cases, the resulting community patterns and further ecological interpretations could be seriously impacted by those technical limitations.

Here, we systematically compared results obtained by high and low resolution molecular techniques (454 MPTS vs. ARISA) applied to bacterial communities from temperate coastal sediments (North Sea island Sylt, Germany). Those communities have previously been particularly well characterized using 16S rRNA-based libraries and fluorescence *in situ* hybridization ([@b26]). The application of ARISA further helped describe large depth-related and temporal patterns ([@b5]), and the application of 454 MPTS on the same DNA extracts provided a high-resolution description of the fluctuations of rare and resident OTU ([@b16]). In this study, we compare patterns and their ecological interpretation by systematically taking into account varying levels of taxonomic classification, data correction and increasing removal of the rarest OTU in the datasets. Based on the different levels of resolution offered by the two approaches, we expect that OTU richness and OTU replacement between samples over depth and time obtained by MPTS are drastically different from that obtained by fingerprinting techniques, but that patterns of changes in richness and community structure are conserved.

Results and discussion
======================

Local bacterial richness in temperate coastal sands as described by ARISA and NGS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The application of ARISA gave 306 different OTU \[hereafter indicated as OTU~ARISA~, which correspond to binned ARISA peaks ([@b5])\], with 100--202 unique OTU~ARISA~ per sample. The application of 454 MPTS generated 197 685 sequences in total, corresponding to 27 630 OTU~unique~ (two sequences are considered as belonging to two different OTU~unique~ when they differ by at least one bp), with a range of 1042--5577 OTU~unique~ identified per sample. Hence, as in previous studies, ARISA fingerprinting led to about a 10--55 times lower number of OTU per sample than the application of an NGS on the same extracted DNA ([@b37]; [@b21]; [@b4]).

In datasets produced by either ARISA or MPTS, the average number of OTU per sampling date did not change with time. However, OTU numbers increased with sediment depth (Fig. S1A and B), as observed in other coastal sediments by using T-RFLP ([@b41]). Numbers in the top 0--5 cm layer were clearly different from those of the deeper layers 5--10 cm and 10--15 cm with both molecular techniques (Student\'s *t*-tests, *P* \< 0.05). Notably, patterns of community structure in the mid 5--10 cm layer differed between each technique (Fig. S1A): Samples from 0--5 cm were similar to those from 5--10 cm with ARISA, whereas samples from 5--10 cm were more similar to those from 10--15 cm with MPTS. Additionally, the total number of OTU, Chao and abundance-based coverage estimator (ACE) estimators from ARISA and different 454 MPTS datasets were significantly different due to the sensitivity of such indices to rare OTU (Fig. S2A--C).

The population detection limit of ARISA has been estimated to 10^3^ cells per ml of sample as for any PCR-based technique ([@b35]), which is valid for MPTS of an amplicon pool that also relies on PCR amplification. Some of the OTU~ARISA~ may not be distinguished as they probably represent several bacterial types with similar ITS length ([@b10]). Furthermore, rare bacterial types may not be represented ([@b3]), because the technique relies on chromatography, the data output is generally processed by only considering specific peak characteristics (e.g. peak intensity above 50 fluorescence units and sizes between 100--1000 bp length) and peak calling imprecisions are resolved by binning the data in a limited range of possible OTU \[see details in ([@b7]; [@b5])\]. In contrast, the MPTS approach data offers a deeper description of the pool of PCR amplicons obtained from microbial communities, including many rare and less abundant OTU. The short V6 sequences targeted in our study should furthermore better resolve microbial diversity than larger sequences ([@b19]). However, alpha-diversity indices (Shannon\'s index and Simpson\'s evenness) calculated from ARISA were highly correlated with those obtained from MPTS data at most levels of resolution, including taxonomic levels from class to genus, PyroNoise-corrected data and datasets with different proportions of rare OTU removed. The MPTS level of resolution indicating highest correlation with alpha-diversity from ARISA was the order level (Fig. S2).

Comparison of bacterial community turnover over depth and time
--------------------------------------------------------------

The community turnovers predicted by ARISA and MPTS were statistically compared to determine whether the two molecular techniques lead to similar ecological conclusions. While OTU~all~ (i.e. dataset considering all sequences before clustering) showed only 19--34% shared OTU~unique~ between two depth layers or any two sampling dates, the similarity of the bacterial community detected by ARISA was much higher, with 66--78% and 70--91% shared OTU~ARISA~ between two depth layers and between sampling times respectively (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S3). Microbial community turnovers over depth and time were thus highly different between ARISA and original 454 MPTS datasets including the rare biosphere.

![Turnover of the bacterial community between consecutive (A) depth layers or (B) sampling dates. The percentage of shared OTU was calculated between two successive sampling depth layers (or sampling dates). The community turnover was compared between datasets at different taxonomic resolution levels \[i.e. phylum, genus and OTU~all~; here, we chose to use the OTU~all~ community turnover from a previous study ([@b16]) for a direct comparison between ARISA and MPTS data\] and the ARISA dataset. OTU~all~ represents the original dataset with all OTU, used here as a reference to study the effects of the taxonomic classification of OTU on the interpretation of the dynamics of the bacterial community. Standard deviation bars are calculated over 4--6 sampling dates (A) and over three depth layers (B), except for July and November 2005 where two depth layers were considered. The top layer and the first sampling date (February 2005) are indicated by a grey point as 100% of shared OTU with themselves.](emi0016-2672-f1){#fig01}

Even when excluding pyrosequencing artifacts, the large proportion of singletons may lead to an overestimation of the observed dynamics of the bacterial community at the OTU~all~ level ([@b33]). Despite applying the PyroNoise algorithm and different levels of clustering, only about 20--40% of shared OTU in the bacterial community were present in all depth layers or at all sampling times (Fig. S3). If we consider that 3% sequence difference threshold for defining OTU roughly corresponds to cut-off levels defining bacterial species level ([@b40]), patterns observed with PyroNoise-corrected data presented a continuum of taxonomic resolutions up to the genus level (Figs S3 and S4). The taxonomic assignment of MPTS-based OTU allowed comparing the amount of shared OTU~unique~ at successive taxonomic levels with the turnover from the ARISA dataset. When performing the analyses from the genus to the phylum levels, 63% to 97% OTU~unique~ were shared over sediment depth, and 54% to 100% OTU~unique~ were shared over time respectively (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S4). Interestingly, the turnover in the ARISA dataset was more similar with that of the family level (Figs S3 and S4).

To test whether ARISA mostly detects abundant members of the microbial community, its community turnover values were compared to successively truncated subsets of the 454 OTU~all~ with increasing proportions of the rarest OTU~unique~ removed (Fig. S5). Removal of rare OTU~unique~ led to a decrease in community turnover because of the low proportion of abundant types in the community ([@b16]). Despite the biases implied by each molecular technique, the amount of shared OTU~ARISA~ over depth or time seemed to indicate similar microbial community turnover as obtained when removing 20--25% of low abundant OTU~unique~ in the OTU~all~ dataset (Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, Figs S3 and S5). Additionally, when comparing the turnover at successive taxonomic levels or percentages of rarest OTU~unique~ removed, some patterns were found to be similar (Figs S4 and S5): For instance, it seemed that the turnover after removing 15% rare OTU~unique~ corresponds to the genus level or that the removal of 30% rare OTU~unique~ would lead to a similar turnover as the class or phylum levels (Figs S4 and S5). This is explained by the loss of community resolution at broader taxonomic levels, where the patterns of many different types are lumped together, and by the fact that most rare OTU~unique~ were not identified at genus to phylum levels. This overall supports the idea of high consistency of the ecological information obtained from beta-diversity analyses at various taxonomic levels, as also observed in global benthic and pelagic marine realms ([@b43]).

We then performed a systematic comparison of community structure for each dataset, assessing changes in community dissimilarity between samples based on Bray--Curtis dissimilarity index. The resulting matrices were correlated with each other using Pearson\'s correlation coefficient, and the resulting correlation coefficients were tested for significance (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the comparison of the community structure showed little variation at different taxonomic levels, after correcting for pyrosequencing noise, or after truncating the datasets by removing successive proportions of the rare fraction (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) -- as observed in deep-sea sediments from the Arctic ([@b4]). The ARISA dataset structure was most similar to datasets truncated from 25--50% of their rarest OTU~unique~ (Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). This was also supported by significant Bonferroni corrected Mantel tests between ARISA data and resident OTU~unique~ (i.e. present at all times) with a correlation coefficient of 0.43 (data not shown). Therefore, main community patterns stayed consistent regardless of the chosen level of data resolution.

![Comparison of the structure of modified datasets. Pearson\'s correlation coefficient was used to compare the bacterial community structure present in the ARISA and the OTU~all~ datasets (A) at various levels of taxonomic annotation for the MPTS data, (B) after successive removal of rare OTU and (C) after successive clustering of PyroNoise-corrected data to define OTU. The correlation coefficient was calculated from the distance matrices resulting from the relative sequence abundances. Significances of the correlation were determined by Mantel tests with 1000 matrix permutations. All R values were significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. In (B), values in italic indicate simple Pearson correlations of the truncated matrices, without a test of significance, as the truncated matrices are not statistically independent from each other (see Experimental procedures).](emi0016-2672-f2){#fig02}

When patterns of community variation were visualized by non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS), similar depth-related patterns of the microbial community were obtained for all datasets produced by ARISA or MPTS (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). These observations were also confirmed by analysis of similarity (ANOSIM), testing for differences between sampling depth layers (R \> 0.3, *P* value ≤ 0.01, Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). When comparing the obtained NMDS ordinations by Procrustes correlation, a similar picture emerged: Sample ordinations based on ARISA data were highly correlated with those obtained from MPTS data when considering resident OTU~unique~ (not shown), OTU~all~ dataset and PyroNoise-corrected dataset at 3% clustering, with R values reaching 0.79, 0.88 and 0.74 respectively (Fig. S6). Together with the results on community turnover, we can conclude that patterns derived from ARISA data are consistent with the patterns of the most dominant microbial types in the community.

![Comparison of community patterns obtained from ARISA and 454 MPTS datasets. Those examples of NMDS ordination (based on Bray--Curtis distance matrices) are based on the relative abundance datasets from ARISA (stress = 0.062), the original OTU~all~ dataset (stress = 0.081), the OTU~all~ dataset with 50% of rarest OTU removed (stress = 0.095), the PyroNoise-corrected data at 10% sequence dissimilarities (stress = 0.083) and the phylum level for 454 MPTS data (stress = 0.047). Significant differences between sampling depth layer could be observed for all but the phylum level, using the ANOSIM followed by Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.](emi0016-2672-f3){#fig03}

Ecological modelling of changes in community structure
------------------------------------------------------

By investigating the relationships between shifts in bacterial community structure and concomitant changes in environmental parameters, new insights into bacterial community ecology in temperate coastal sands have previously been obtained ([@b26]; [@b5]; [@b16]). Because different molecular techniques were used, it is not certain that the interpretations of the resulting ecological models are directly comparable with each other: Indeed, each molecular technique may best describe microbial communities at a specific phylogenetic resolution level, and this entails that only the effects of ecological factors specifically acting at those levels may be detected. Therefore, variations in community structure in the ARISA and the 454 MPTS datasets were more finely disentangled by applying a multivariate variation partitioning approach ([@b24]; [@b36]), using contextual parameters that included cell abundance, biogeochemical gradients (i.e. pigments, nutrients), extra-cellular enzyme activity and their combined effects.

Interestingly, the same combinations of significant biogeochemical variables could explain datasets that had a similar degree of phylogenetic resolution. Indeed, almost the same environmental model as for the taxonomically assigned MPTS dataset explained the biological variation in the ARISA dataset (Table S1). A model containing salinity, pigments, the same nutrients and extra-cellular enzymes, as well as cell abundance, explained 51--75% of the biological variation from the genus to the phylum level in sandy sediments (Fig. [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, Table S1). A similar environmental model applied to a more complex dataset (i.e. chlorophyll *a*, extra-cellular phosphatase activity, cell abundance) explained 14--20% of biological variation in the OTU~annotated~ (i.e. fully taxonomically assigned sequences), the raw OTU~all~ and after PyroNoise-correction and clustering at 0% and 3% sequence difference (Table S1, Fig. [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Noticeably, some truncated datasets were explained by similar environmental models as for datasets defined at specific taxonomic levels (Fig. [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, Fig. S7, Table S1): The same combination of environmental parameters could explain variation at the genus level and for the OTU~all~ dataset without 30% rarest OTU~unique~ (Fig. [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, Figs S1--S7, Table S1). Patterns observed at the family to the phylum levels corresponded well to ecological patterns obtained with the OTU~all~ dataset without 35--50% rarest OTU~unique~ (Fig. [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, Figs S1--S7, Table S1).

![Ecological interpretation of betadiversity patterns derived from ARISA and 454 MPTS. Environmental parameters accounted for include pigments (chlorophyll a and pheophytin), nutrients (silicate, phosphate, nitrite, nitrate, ammonium), extra-cellular enzyme activities (chitinase, α-glucosidase, β-glucosidase, lipase, aminopeptidase, phosphatase), cell abundance and their combined effects (as shown in black above the line). OTU~Resident~ are OTU always present in the dataset, OTU~annot~. consists of sequences with a complete annotation from the phylum to the genus level (i.e. 20% of the total number of sequences in the original dataset), while OTU~all~ includes all sequences. PyroN~0%~ and PyroN~3%~ represent the PyroNoise-corrected OTU~all~ dataset, clustered at 0% and 3% of sequence identity respectively. The total number of sequences or OTU in each dataset is given in parentheses. White stars indicate pure factors that significantly explain the biological variation (*P* value ≤ 0.05) after 1000 Monte Carlo permutations. Variation partitioning for OTU~Resident~, Phylum and OTU~all~ from [@b16] were represented here for comparison with variation partitioning from ARISA and other 454-derived datasets.](emi0016-2672-f4){#fig04}

Dynamic coastal sand bacterial communities showed consistent ecological patterns across subsets of the MPTS dataset investigated at different taxonomic resolutions ([@b15]; [@b16]). Here, comparing ARISA data and MPTS data, consistency was observed at intermediate taxonomic resolution levels: For instance, the amount of variation in ARISA data explained by the environmental parameters was similar to that obtained when considering OTU~Resident~, the genus level, or truncated datasets without 30% rarest OTU (R^2^ = 51%, 55%, 51% and 55% respectively; Fig. [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, Table S1). Such findings may be explained by the presence of resident bacteria, which often were associated with large number of sequences, and thus dominated sub-datasets defined at different resolution levels (e.g. genus to phylum, truncated datasets). This dominance across taxonomic ranks may lead to ecologically and functionally coherent patterns. Additionally, each molecular technique may target a specific range of that continuum of diversity, and NGS techniques that offer deeper insights into the rare biosphere could also lead to describing ecologically neutral variations or variations than cannot be assigned to the observed variation in the measured contextual parameters.

In conclusion, classical molecular fingerprinting approaches, as illustrated here by the high-throughput, low-cost method ARISA, are very well suited for a general overview of changes in abundant bacterial types. Our study shows that ARISA fingerprinting may also serve as a tool to track shifts in dominant and resident members of the community, and that the data output may be easier to process than larger datasets produced by MPTS. Large MPTS datasets provide, however, a deeper and direct insight into community composition, and may thus complement a shallower description of community shifts obtained across multiple samples. This combination of techniques can bridge gaps in the assessment of community patterns at various taxonomic and rarity levels. Importantly, we demonstrate that the ecological knowledge gained from classical microbial community studies, which were mostly based on low resolution community fingerprinting tools (e.g. T-RFLP, ARISA), is not obsolete, and can be further extended by the application of the new generation of high-throughput sequencing tools.

Experimental procedures
=======================

Sampling procedures
-------------------

In February, April, July and November 2005, beginning and end of March 2006, sediment push cores were collected at low tide on the shallow subtidal sandy area of the island Sylt (55°00′47.7″N, 8°25′59.3″E, North Sea, Germany). Cores were sectioned every 5 cm down to 15 cm, and the sections were directly processed or stored at − 4°C or − 20°C until DNA extraction and environmental measurements were made. Additional environmental parameters from long-term records were included as well ([@b5]).

Community structure analysis
----------------------------

DNA from 16 sandy samples was extracted and purified as described earlier ([@b5]). The same DNA templates were used to analyse the bacterial community structure samples by automated rRNA intergenic spacer analysis \[([@b13]), see ([@b5]) for details\] and 454 MPTS (for details see [@b15]; [@b16]). The analysis of ARISA profiles was done using the GeneMapper Software v 3.7 (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Fragments above a threshold of 50 fluorescence units and between 100--1000 bp length were considered, and a binning strategy with a bin size of 2 bp was applied (for details see [@b5]). MPTS data were obtained from the publicly available 'Visualization and Analysis of Microbial Populations Structure (VAMPS)' website (<http://vamps.mbl.edu/>; project AB_SAND_Bv6). Barcode, primer and low-quality sequences were removed, as reported earlier ([@b20]). Taxonomic annotation of the sequences has been carried out with an automatic annotation pipeline ([@b39]), using several known databases (Entrez Genome, RDP, SILVA).

Data analyses
-------------

*Datasets*. In this study, analyses were performed by defining OTU (Operational Taxonomic Units) either as ITS phylotype (OTU~ARISA~), or as unique 454 MPTS sequences (OTU~unique~). For the 454 MPTS datasets, the following subsets were considered: (i) all unassigned sequences (OTU~all~), (ii) the fully taxonomically assigned sequences (i.e. from phylum to genus levels and the corresponding OTU~annotated~ level, each dataset representing 20% of the original OTU~all~ dataset), (iii) the PyroNoise-corrected data clustered at different percentages of sequence difference (0%, 3%, 5% and 10% sequence difference) (iv) the Multivariate Cutoff Level Analysis (MultiCoLA)-truncated datasets, consisting of the original OTU~all~ dataset without successive proportions of rarer OTU~unique~ \[i.e. OTU~unique~ with number of sequences lower than a given cut-off are removed ([@b15])\].

### Variation in bacterial diversity

OTU numbers from the ARISA, OTU~all~ and PyroNoise~3%~ datasets were compared by pairwise Student\'s *t*-tests (non-parametric tests yielded the same results; data not shown). Observed richness, diversity indices (Shannon index and Simpson\'s evenness) and richness estimators (Chao, ACE) were calculated after 1000 resampled sets of each community matrix \[ARISA data, OTU~all~, the fully assigned sequences, the PyroNoise-corrected and the truncated datasets; ([@b15])\]. Correlations between indices were calculated using the Pearson\'s product moment coefficient, and their significance was corrected for multiple testing by using the Bonferroni method. Finally, the proportion of shared OTU between either two sampling dates or two depth layers was calculated for all community matrices.

Pairwise distance matrices were calculated from the relative abundance data (ARISA and 454 MPTS datasets) using the Bray--Curtis dissimilarity index ([@b6]). The dissimilarity matrices were then compared with Pearson\'s product moment correlation coefficient and assessed for significance using the Mantel test ([@b29]). The significance of Pearson\'s correlations between dissimilarity matrices from MultiCoLA-truncated datasets could not be assessed by Mantel tests because testing correlations is only valid when variables (here matrices) are independent from each other ([@b23]; [@b25]).

Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS; [@b17]) was applied to the distance matrices to explore the variation in community structure. The similarity between NMDS ordination results from the ARISA, and 454 MPTS datasets was then calculated by applying Procrustes rotation ([@b17]). The Procrustes approach quantifies the degree of agreement between two NMDS ordinations, producing R values ranging from 0 to 1 \[a score closer to 1 indicates highest similarities between the NMDS results ([@b38])\]. The microbial community composition from the three depth layers was compared and tested by ANOSIM ([@b9])\].

### Relationships between the structuring of the microbial community and the environment

In a previous study, multivariate regression approaches were applied to test the relationships between the variation of measured environmental parameters \[salinity, pigments, nutrients, extra-cellular enzymatic activities and cell properties ([@b16])\]. All explanatory variables (except salinity) were log~10~-transformed before describing the microbial community distribution in the Hellinger-transformed matrices (ARISA data, OTU~all~, the fully assigned sequences, the PyroNoise-corrected data and the MultiCoLA-trimmed data). To reduce multicollinearity among environmental variables, environmental parameters were selected according to a stepwise selection procedure \[based on 999 Monte Carlo permutation tests and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)\] before modelling the biological variation. Consequently, we obtained the best-fitting models that could significantly explain the variation in the Hellinger-transformed ([@b23]; [@b24]) community tables. The effects of pure environmental variables (pigments, nutrients, extra-cellular enzymatic activities, cell abundance) selected previously and their covariation on microbial community structure were then tested by canonical variation partitioning ([@b24]).

Statistical analyses were carried out using the R statistical environment \[R version 3.0 ([@b34])\], including the *vegan* package ([@b27]) and custom R scripts (MultiCoLA; [@b15]).
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###### 

Total OTU numbers along sediment depth or over time for ARISA, OTU~all~, and PyroNoise~3%~ data sets.

**Fig. S2.** Alpha-diversity comparison of different data sets.

**Fig. S3.** Percentage of shared OTU of the bacterial community between sediment depth layers or sampling dates after correction and OTU clustering of the 454 MPTS data set and of the ARISA data set.

**Fig. S4.** Percentage of shared OTU of the bacterial community between sediment depth layers or sampling dates at successive taxonomic levels.

**Fig. S5.** Percentage of shared OTU of the bacterial community between sediment depth layers or sampling dates after applying MultiCoLA.

**Fig. S6.** Comparison of extracted variation from the different categories of data sets.

**Fig. S7.** Partitioning of the biological variation in the bacterial community structure.
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Contribution of environmental parameters to the variation in data sets at different levels of resolution (different techniques, taxonomic assignation, PyroNoise correction, removal of rarer OTU).
